WHICH PRESIDENT PURCHASED LOUISIANA ??
THOMAS JEFFERSON
How will these two people solve their differences?

Mr. Mason, we need a strong national government.

But Mr. Madison...this paper doesn’t list our individual rights!!

I wonder how this is going to turn out?!?!
They will add to the BILL OF RIGHTS CONSTITUTION

The Bill of Rights
Amendments to the constitution

Article I
Freedom of speech, religion, press, petition and assembly.

Article II
Right to bear arms and militia.

Article III
Quartering of soldiers

Article IV
Warrants and searches.

Article V
Individual debt and double jeopardy

Article VI
Speedy trial, witnesses and accusations.

Article VII
Right for a jury trial

Article VIII
Bail and fines.
What happened 1\textsuperscript{st}?

French & Indian War

Civil War

War of 1812

American Revolution
FRENCH & INDIAN WAR
WHO was the PRESIDENT of the Constitutional Convention
George Washington
The 1st government of the United States was?
Articles of Confederation
How many branches of government are there?
THREE
What does this cartoon represent?
The US is enforcing the Monroe Doctrine
WHO DID JEFFERSON CHOOSE TO EXPLORE THE LOUISIANA TERRITORY?
Lewis & Clark
THE FIRST 10 AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION ARE.....?

influenced by Thomas Jefferson and George Mason
BILL
OF
RIGHTS
MANIFEST
DESTINY...

What in the world is this?
The idea & belief that expansion was good for the country
What is federalism
Which **region** has the **CONTINENTAL DIVIDE**?

Ranges from Alaska to Mexico

Determines the directional flow of rivers
ROCKY MOUNTAINS
As President I had a 2 party system emerge (start) under my administration…
What did PHYLLIS WHEATLEY do during the Revolution?
Former slave who wrote poems supporting American independence
Who was the major author of the DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE??
Thomas Jefferson
ARTISANS are craftsmen with a specific trade such as:??

What are some examples?
soap maker

candlestick maker

carpenter

blacksmith

silversmith

or

coppersmith
What document guarantees individual rights?

freedom of religion

freedom of speech
THE BILL OF RIGHTS
Who was the President during the war of 1812???
JAMES MADISON
Where was the Constitutional Convention held?
Philadelphia
What geographic region has the oldest Mountain range in North America?
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS
What canal was built in New York (1825)?
How did it help Westward movement?
Provided quicker, cheaper transportation
Who was BENJAMIN BANNEKER ????
African American astronomer
Helped design Washington, D.C.
Surveyor
When did European nations begin to gain respect for the U.S.A.?
THE WAR OF 1812
Who did the United States Fight during the War of 1812?
BRITAIN
FACTORS for WESTWARD EXPANSION

Why
Move
West
??
1. **GOLD** discovered in California!!

2. Belief in “**Manifest Destiny**”

3. Cheaper and faster water transportation

4. Population in growth in eastern states

5. Cheap, fertile land
The Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution during his administration (presidency).
GEORGE WASHINGTON
What 2 major rivers did Lewis & Clark travel on for their expedition?
Columbia River

Missouri River
Name the weak national government created during the Revolutionary War.
Articles of Confederation
What river did the U.S. claim as the border between the U.S. and Mexico?
Rio Grande
Who was responsible for keeping European nations out of the Western Hemisphere ?????
What did Cyrus McCormick & Jo Anderson invent?
THE REAPER
What area did the INUIT live??
Present day Alaska & Northern Canada in an arctic climate
What settlement did the English start?
JAMESTOWN

VA.
Which section is this???

New England, Middle, or Southern?
NEW ENGLAND

- shopkeepers
- harsh winters
- fishing
- shipbuilding & naval supplies
ADVANTAGES

THAT HELPED THE COLONISTS WIN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Strong leadership (like Washington)

Help from...

(Just a little)

Sense of own land, loved on & beliefs

France and Spain
Which **territory** (that became an **independent republic**) would there be a Spanish Mission?
Which modes of transportation used wood-fueled steam engines to help with westward expansion?
steamboat & steam railroad
The American Indians lived in which regions?

A. Canadian Shield
B. Coastal Plain
C. Coastal Range
D. Basin & Range
E. Great Plains
A = Inuit
B = Iroquois
C = Kwakiutl
D = Pueblo
E = Lakota/Sioux
The Quakers settled in which colony???
What is this a picture of and where does it take place?
The Boston Massacre which takes place in Boston.
Which section is this???
New England, Middle, or Southern?
SOUTHERN COLONIES

- Slaves
- Hot & humid climate
- Tobacco - cash crop
- Large land owners
What rivers are:
#3, #5, & #6
#3 - Rio Grande River

#5 - Mississippi River

#6 - Ohio River
Territorial Growth in the U.S.

Put the territories with the correct letter
A = Louisiana Purchase
B = Oregon Country
C = Mexican Cession
D = Texas Annexation
E = Territory after Treaty of Paris 1783
The Oregon Country was divided between the U.S. and ?
BRITAIN
WHY
did nations want to explore & colonize?
England is #1 in national superiority, economics, and spread of Christianity. Natural resources and trade are also important.
Settlers escaping across Appalachian Mtns.

Westward migration

Settling Jamestown

Invading Canada (War of 1812)

What would this type of picture most likely represent?
Westward migration across the United States during the 19th century
WHO HELPED TO WRITE THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

Jefferson & Mason may have had some influence on this guy
We the People
of the United States,

in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
maintain domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common Defence,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty
to ourselves and our posterity,
do ordain and establish
this Constitution
for the United States of America.

JAMES MADISON
How many states were needed to ratify the Constitution??
9 of NINE 13
Why was the Lewis & Clark expedition important?
Natural discoveries were made as well as a map of the Louisiana Purchase.
Branches of Government

WHO......

1. MAKES LAWS?

2. ENFORCES (CARRIES) OUT LAWS?

3. INTERPRETS OR EXPLAINS LAWS?
1. LEGISLATIVE

2. EXECUTIVE

3. JUDICIAL
- a weak national government
- congress - no power to tax
- no executive or judicial branch
- each state - only one vote in congress
- provided no common currency ($)

THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION
What happened 1st?

Louisiana purchased

California gold rush

Washington became president

Monroe Doctrine
GEORGE WASHINGTON BECAME PRESIDENT

WHO... wrote the Virginia Declaration of Rights?
GEORGE

MASON
What were some natural resources used in the colonies?
TREES (WOOD)

COTTON

DEER/WILDLIFE
Document that ended the war & recognized the United States as a nation
Treaty of Paris
49ers

Searched for gold in which state??
Where in Virginia is the archeological dig where Native American remains were found?
CACTUS HILL
VIRGINIA
What affected the way First Americans met their basic needs?
GEOGRAPHY & CLIMATE
Overland trails that helped with expansion west of the Mississippi River →→
OREGON TRAIL

and

SANTA FE TRAIL
What continent does the equator go through?
Are any continents completely surrounded by water?
Equator goes through...

South America

AFRICA Asia

Water surrounds...
What does this cartoon represent?
How the colonies were being controlled by England

TAXES and LAWS
Focusing on one or more product... such as the southern section focusing on tobacco, cotton, & indigo is known as?
SPECIALIZATION
The New England colonies depended on the Southern colonies for items like cotton. What is this called?
INTERDEPENDENCE
What was the GREAT COMPROMISE?
Decided how many votes each state had in the Senate & the House of Representatives
Which territory did we gain from a war with Mexico?
Area C: the Mexican Cession gave us California & Southwest!
Who invented the Steamboat?
Robert Fulton

• Improved the design
• Helped provide faster water transportation for goods and people
Which battle was an American victory turning point of war? French join the American cause.
Hi, I'm SARA and I like to TURN in my TOGA
Who made most of the money in California?
Which territory would you find each Native American tribe?
What is happening???
The store owner is dreaming about how he can get to the GOLD!!
Remember your Waterways!
HOW DID CALIFORNIA BECOME PART OF THE U.S.?
WAR with Mexico
RESULTS
OF
FRENCH & INDIAN
WAR...

What happened to the Colonies when the war was over???
New English Taxes were imposed on the colonist to help pay for the war.
Proclamation of 1763

Marked the end of the ?? 
Lead to ??
Proclamation of 1763

Marked the end of the French & Indian War and helped lead to the American Revolution.
The 2\textsuperscript{nd} Continental Congress approved the Declaration of Independence on….?
JULY 4, 1776
What time period in history would we have seen this wagon?
During the 19th century